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the rock foundry sdx was recorded at bob rocks choice studio the warehouse in vancouver, bc, and designed to give you the most flexible selection of drums, ambiences and options possible. its configured as two individual sdxs, one main and one mono. the main features six kits
captured with a traditional multiple microphone technology whereas as the mono configuration was recorded using a minimal setup. in addition to the seven individual kits, a large selection of extra snares, kicks and cymbals are provided, making the rock foundry sdx an incredibly
broad palette of raw material to use to craft drum mixes within the powerful framework of superior drummer 3. the rock foundry sdx was recorded at bob rocks choice studio the warehouse in vancouver, bc, and designed to give you the most flexible selection of drums, ambiences
and options possible. its configured as two individual sdxs, one main and one mono. the main features six kits captured with a traditional multiple microphone technology whereas as the mono configuration was recorded using a minimal setup. the rock foundry is a large, diverse
selection of drums and sounds, and much of it is built for superior drummer 3. its designed to be an almost plug-in for superior drummer 3. you can use it as a drum library, in the same way you would use a rock library, you can also use it as a plugin in superior drummer 3. they
have the drum layers set up so that you can easily swap in and out of the sd3 library and just record over the drum patches. youll see that each drum is associated with a specific layer, and the best way to use the sound bank is to save the drum layer and make a patch out of it.
then you can simply record over that patch in superior drummer 3 and just make it a regular superior drummer 3 patch.

The Rock Foundry SDX SOUNDBANK

samples the rock foundry sdx comes with over 2,000 pristinely recorded 24-bit original samples (over 2 gb) from a whos who list of synthesizer industry luminaries. each artist thoughtfully constructed material inspired by the memory of bob moog and his contribution to modern
music as we know it. this a-list group includes rock legends, synthesis icons, seasoned synth designers, epic dj/remixers, music industry luminaries, top producers, pop artists and legendary sound designers. the encore soundbank contains over 2,000 pristinely recorded 24-bit
original samples (over 2 gb) from a whos who list of synthesizer industry luminaries. each artist thoughtfully constructed material inspired by the memory of bob moog and his contribution to modern music as we know it. this a-list group includes rock legends, synthesis icons,

seasoned synth designers, epic dj/remixers, music industry luminaries, top producers, pop artists and legendary sound designers. and now their shared inspiration can be at your fingertips. buying music gear can be complicated, but your sweetwater sales engineer is here to help.
our sales engineers are a world-class team of music gear experts whose sole job is to provide you with helpful advice and unparalleled service completely free of charge. hand selected from all across the globe, each brings a wealth of experience and expertise in the world of music
gear. from beginners to rock stars, millions of music makers rely on our sales engineers' expertise to help achieve their musical goals. as the title suggests, the rock foundry sdx sound bank is designed to be the drum library your studio needs. the library contains the most complete
drum collection ever recorded by bob rock. whether you want to record a one off song or be a full studio, the rock foundry sdx will provide you with all the necessary raw material to create any drum track in superior drummer 3. in addition to the raw drum content, the rock foundry

sdx includes a selection of mics and room settings. from the traditional to the experimental, the rock foundry sdx is a unique library with a broad spectrum of possibilities. 5ec8ef588b
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